How to get there

- If you are already in Paris, you may take a taxi or go by tube.
- If you arrive at Roissy – Charles de Gaulle airport, either by taxi or rented a car. Going by tube would take much too long, unless you are staying in Paris.
- If you arrive at Orly airport, you may get a taxi, or rent a car.

For an overall picture, see attached plan.

By tube (RER)

The nearest station is Jouy-en-Josas which is on the C Line (Versailles Chantiers – Massy-Palaiseau). CRC is a ten-minute walk from the station.

Go up the hill, cross the town until you come to the main road. Turn left and into the CRC. The entrance and signpost is on your right (150m).

By car – from Paris

Leave Paris by the Porte de St Cloud, then follow Orléans/Bordeaux direction. The route takes you through Boulogne. After the Pont de Sèvres (bridge), keep to the left to join the N118 Expressway to Orléans - Bordeaux. Leave the Expressway at the Vauhallan exit.

At the roundabout, turn right to Jouy-en-Josas. Keep driving straight on until you come to a sharp lefthand turn downhill; by then, be ready to enter the CRC park (signpost) on the lefthand side when road straightens out after the traffic lights (150m).

By car – from Roissy – Charles de Gaulle airport

Leave the airport and drive to Paris. Join the A86 Expressway when signposted. Follow Versailles direction. Leave at exit 30 (A6, A10, Bièvres, Igny). Follow the A6, A10; you will therefore drive under the A86 which you have just left. Join the Expressway N118 to Orléans – Bordeaux. Leave at the Vauhallan exit.

At the roundabout, turn right to Jouy-en-Josas. Keep driving straight on until you come to a sharp lefthand turn downhill; by then, be ready to enter the CRC park (signpost) on the lefthand side when road straightens out after the traffic lights (150m).
By car – from Orly airport

Leave the airport and drive to Paris.
You will shortly be able to join the A86 Expressway (dual carriageway) continue as above.

By car – from A86 express way – Orly – Créteil

Follow Versailles direction.
Leave at exit 30 (A6, A10, Bièvres, Igny).
Follow A6, A10; you will therefore drive under the Expressway which you have just left.
Join the Expressway N118 to Orléans – Bordeaux. Leave at the Vauhallan exit.

At the roundabout, turn right to Jouy-en-Josas.
Keep driving straight on until you come to a sharp left-hand turn downhill; by then, be ready to enter the CRC park (signpost) on the left-hand side when road straightens out after the traffic lights (150m).

By car – from A10 motorway – Orléans

Follow Paris direction then take direction the Expressway N118 Rouen, Versailles, Paris Porte de St Cloud – the access to this Expressway is on your right so keep in the right lane of the motorway.
After approximately nine kilometres leave at the Saclay exit (just after a petrol station at the top of a hill).
Make a left at the traffic lights, then shortly arrive at a large circle.

Turn left at the traffic lights, continue straight on until you come to a large roundabout. Take the second exit on your right hand to Jouy-en-Josas (D446).
Keep driving straight on (continue as above).

By car – from A6 motorway – Evry – Lyon – Palaiseau

Follow Paris direction leave at the Wissous, A10, Palaiseau exit (just before Orly airport landing runways).
You will then join the A10 Bordeaux direction for a short while. Leave to join the N188, then keep left and soon after take the N444, Versailles, Igny, Bièvres. Follow Igny, then Bièvres heading for Jouy-en-Josas.

At the cross roads with traffic lights near Jouy-en-Josas go straight on into Jouy and be ready to enter the CRC park (signpost) on the left-hand when the road straightens again after these traffic lights (150m).

By car – from A13 motorway – Rouen

Follow A13 Paris direction. At the Rocquencourt major junction, join the A12 to Evry, Lyon.
Approximately six kilometres further on leave at the A12b (Toutes Directions) exit and follow Evry, Lyon.
You will then join the N286 Expressway to Créteil, Evry, Lyon. Leave at Jouy-en-Josas exit.
Drive down a hill, enter in the town, and approach the roundabout and cross over the railway at the level crossing on your right-hand side.
Keep on the same road and after a hill; you will come to a S shaped turn. Be ready to enter the CRC park (signpost) on the right-hand side when the road straightens out again (200m).